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$I 800 Saving

UTEP, Colorado State Join

WAC Expands to 8 Teams
The Western Athletic Conference was expanded to eight members effective July 1, 1968, by a
vote of 4-2 by the presidents of
member colleges meeting in Denver two weeks ago.
The Univel·sity of Texas at El

New Class Offered
In Religious History
An undergraduate colloquium
in Modern American Social and
Religious History will be taught
this fall under the American Studies program.
American Studies 301 will be
taught by Ferenc M. Szasz of
the University of Rochester. The
colloquium will examine the
broad scope of American social
and religious development from
the post-Civil War pe1·iod through
the rise of nco-orthodoxy in the
1940's.
Topics to be dealt with include
the rise of the "mass man," alienation and conformity in the
1920's, the problem of poverty,
the place of the Negro, and the
growth of nco-orthodoxy.
Brigham Young coach Tommy
Hudspeth: "One of our quarterbacks is so slow that when he
runs the option he kills the stadium grass."

Hockey league
College students interested
in joining the New Mexico
Hockey League are invited to
an organizational meeting on
Saturday, Sept. 23, at 8807
Cordova, NE, the home of
League President Bud Harwick. For more information,
call Buck Schreyer at 2774649 in the day or at 299-1255
in the evening.

the WAC members in football
this year, but, of course, will not
be eligible for the title until next
year, Colorado State only faces
Wyoming from the coufe1·ence
this season.
Acceptance of the invitation
by the two new schools is just a
formality according to WAC
Commissioner Paul Brechler. He
said that both universities had
expressed an earlier desire to be
added to the conference.
There is a possibility that other
schools will be added in the future, Among those mentioned, besides Utah State and NMSU, is
San ose State---a Lobo foe this
year.

Paso (Texas Western) and Colorado State University a1·e the
two new members.
The two presidents voting
against expansion were Dr.
James C. Fletcher of Utah and
Dr. Ernest L. Wilkinson of Brig·harn Young. They both favored
having Utah State inducted into
the WAC.
Schools supporting the expansion were New Mexico, Arizona,
Arizona State, and Wyoming.
After the attempt to have Utah
State added, New Mexico president Torn L. Popejoy moved to
add New Mexico State. But that
motion failed also.
Texas Western plays all of.

New Deal Is MadeOn U. Directories
As a result of a new agreement
with Institutional Directories,
UNM students will receive their
student directories this year at
no cost. Associated Students
President John Thorson announced yesterday that a savings
of $1800 was made under the new
agreement.
The directory, to be delivered
about Nov. 1, will be the size of
a regular telephone directory
complete with a detailed listing
of student organizations and administrative offices on campus.
Mr. Bill Crowder, representative for Institutional Directories,

FULL TIME-PART TIME
Girls over 18 for New Line: New Training: Extra high pay : Can be supervi~or
in 2 months. Minimum pay $100. per
month. Call: D'Amico Enterprises, 2554541. 9/13, 18, 20.
FOR RENT
THE COLLEGE INN still has some accommodations a.vailbale. 20 meals a week,
maid & linen service, color TV, swimming pqol, laundry facilities, private
parking, walking distance to campus.
Moderately priced. 803 Ash NE. Phone
243-2881.
ROOM&BOARD
THE COLLEGE INN still has some accommodations available. 20 meals a week,
maid & linen service, eolor TV, swim..
ming pool, laundry facilities, private
parking, walking distance to campus.
Moderately priced. 303 Ash NE. Phone
243-2881.
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER Sales & Services, all
makes. 20 percent discount with this ad.
Free pickup and delivery. Open until 8
p.m. on :Munday & thursday. E 1!: E
Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, Phone
243.0588.

Campus Laum;lry & Cleqning

Norge Equipped
Counselor Alway• on Duly
Open 8 A.M,.S P.M..
Easy Access-Off Street Parking
Next to Don Pancho's
21 06 Central S E
247.0036

RQfDRUNNER/MY

Our Seventy-First Year of Editorial Freedom
Vol. 71

WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 65¢-4 times, $2.00, Insertions
must be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Student Publica·
tions Building, or telephone 277-4002 or
277-4102.

announced that there will be several immediate openings for atudents wishing to sell ads. Interested students should apply with
Cheryl Bass, ASUNM executive
secretary, in the Activities Center of the Union.
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FOR SALE
MOTORCYCLE, Yamaha 80cc. Includes
luggage rack, dual mirrors & tum
signals. $175.00. See Jay or John Davis,
1008 Copper NE. 9/18, 20, 21, 22.
100% HUMAN HAm FALL, med. brown,
purchMed in July, worn 4 times. $130.
value, sell for $80. A fur stole, in a lt.
brown squirrel. New. Will ~;~acrifice {or
$4.0. Also assorted women's clothm sizes
8 thru 10. Phone 268-5765.
HELP WANTED
FREE room & board for female in exchange for babysitting from 2:30 p.m.
to 11 :30 p.m. 5 days a week. Looated on
Yale & Kathryn, Phone 842-8535. 9/18,
20, 21, 22.
MISCELLANEOUS
THE COLLEGE INN still has some accommodations available. 20 meals a week,
maid & linen service, color TV, swimming pool, laundry facilities, private
parkinz, walking distance to campus,
Moderately priced. 303 Ash NE. Phone
243-2881,
PERSONALS
"DATE APPLICATION with an Eligible
Bachelor" 35¢, S for $1.00. Royal Enterprises, Box 1502, Santa Fe, N.M. 87501.
9/18, 20, 21, 22.
PERSONALITY POSTERS, PSYCHADELIC POSTERS & BUTTONS. If we
don't have them, then you don't want
them. Send for samples and liat. MADAM BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop, 4609
E. Colfax, Denver, Colorado. 80220.

B.C. Joins Lobo
"B.C.," Johnny Hart's wacky
comic strip about life in prehistoric times, begins today in
The Lobo. Follow the antics of
B.C., the Neanderthal Everyman, Wiley the poet, Thor, the
inventor of the wheel, Curly
the avid fisherman, and others
every day on the editorial page.

Hatfield to Address
U. Audience Sept. 22

we'D Jove you

~:

soon
the ftower ahoppe 9/18, 20, 21, 22.

FOR MORE THAN 13,000 students at UNM, fall tegisttation was a busy time. Shown hete going
thtough the hectic toutine which many feel confuses more and more students each yeat ate from
left, Bruce Bunten, Lynn Bar~er, and Edward W. Whitcher. Returning students were plagued with
still another inconvenience this year, having to learn a new I.D. number. Final results ftom the foUl'•
day registration period wel'e not immediately available but an all-time entollment tecord in ptedicted.
(UNMPhoto)

U. Enrollment Now 13,088

BALLI or LIVBLY
gear for lhe lrek
back lo books

With many anticipated late registtations still to come, UNM enrollment for the 1967·68 fall semester stands at 13,088, ,J. c.
MacGregor, director of admissions, said yesterday. This figure
represents a six per cent increase
over the 1966 fall total of 12,979.
Final totals will not be available until a count is made of late
registrants and off-campus resident credit centers at Holloman
Air Force Base, Los A1amos, and
Gallup, MacGregor said.
"We would estimate that total
registration would pass the 13,500
mark and maybe even beyond,"
he said.
Breakdown of registrants into
classes, individual colleges, and
resident and non-resident categories is done by computers, but

If enroute to enrollment, a visit to

this Establishment is mandatory.
Here be the suits, the casual clothing
of spirit. And the furnishings to finish off the whole with flair. Counseling daily.

NEW LOCATION •••
314 Gold Avenue, S.W.

Next to the Bank of
New· Mexico Building.

is not yet complete. The 13,088
figure encompasses University
College, the Colleges of Arts and
Sciences, Business Administration, Education, Engineering, Fine
4\.Tts, Nursing, PharmacY), the
graduate school, the Schools of
Law and Medicine, and the dental
hygiene program.
"The reasons for such a small
increase in enrollment are primarily the lack of any appreciable
differences in size of the average
graduating class in New Mexico
high schools this year and the increase in non-resident tuition effected by the state legislatute,"
MacGregor said.
UNM is presently considering
a pre-registration program designed along the lines of computer
programmed classes, he said.
"The idea of pre-registration

is definitely in the planning stages
but is a long way off/' he said.
Pte-registration is very expensive and. requires much preliminary planning and preparation.
Pre-advisement would become a
necessity if pre-registrations and
computer programming were initiated at UNM, said MacGregor.
UNM is currently operating
under a mass registration system whieh MacGregor calls "the
most economical system because
registrntion is completed within
three or four days without any
complex and expensive advisement procedures."
The Office" of Admissions and
Records is required by law to hold
back final registration figures
until 21 days after late registrations are completed, MacGregor
said.

By CHUCK REYNOLDS
Oregon's freshman Senator
Mark Hatfield, who last month
called the South Vietnamese government a "United State& puppet,"
will address a UNM audience at
8:15 Friday, Sept. 22, in the
Concert Hall.
Admission is free to the speech,
which is sponsored by the Speakets Committee of UNM and the

Henry Kiker Lecture Memorial.

Hatfield is reported in the August 11 New York Times to have
called for a 1968 "Republican
peace party" which could present
to the voters an alternative to the
present Viet Nam policy. He has
asked for a halt in the bombing
and a "de-Americanization" of
the whole VietNam war.
On the January 15 "Meet the
Press," Hatfield remarked that
the bombing had been unsuccessful, so "why continue it?"
In the same program, freshmen
Republican Senators Charles Per~Y
(Ill.), Howard Baker Jr.
(Tenn.), and Clifford Hannet
(Wyo.) asserted that cessation
would be a mistake without balancing concessions from the
enemy.

Bahm Named Editor
Dr. Archie J. Bahm, a UNM
professor of philosophy, was re·
cently appointed philosophy editor of the "Journal of Thought,"
a magazine dealing with contemporary issues, edited by professors at several southwestern universities. Dr. Bahm is the author
of 12 books on philosophy.

Report Raps" South's Negro Schools

itrtuuau~ .a

Monday thru Friday
9 A.M. to 6 P.M.
Saturday
9 A.M. to 1 P.M.
I' .I'

_.._ ... -sm
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. By_WALTERGRANT
Collegiate Press Service
WASHINGTON - "They tell
us to lift ourselves up by our own
boot straps, but we don't even
have boots to put our feet in,"
says Lucious H. Pitts, president
of Miles College, a predominately
Negro college in Birmingham,
Ala.
Miles College, like 32 other
traditionally Negro institutions
of higher education in the South,
is unaccredited. The quality of
its education is far below that of
most Southern non-Negro colleges and universities.
Even the 71 predominately Negro institutions. in the South
which are accredited do not pro·
vide equal higher educational OPportunity for theil' students, ac•
cording to a report released re•
cently by the Southern Regional
Education Board.
Institutions In Trouble
"I don't think anybody can
deny that we• are in real troub!o,"

Pitts said in reference to the 're- colleges and universities, Pitts
port. "But it's not our fault," he thinks the drafters of the report
adds. "The people who sponsored and the SREB should have adthis report are the same ones who · mitted they are the ones who
are respon-siblo fol' the 1100r qual- have failed to provide equal eduity of Negro education in the cation for Negroes.
South."
"Miles College and many other
Pitts explained that Southern institutions like Miles are in a
governors and legislators form vicious cycle," Dr. Pitts said. "We
the backing of the Southern Re- are not accredited and we can't
gional Education Board. The re- get accredited until we get adeport, prepared for SREB by the quate facilities, courses, and
Commission on Higher Educa• faculty salaries. We can't do this
tiona} Opportunity in the South, without money, and when we go
said Southern Negro .institutions into a foundation office and ask
"do not match their predominate- for money they turn us down be•
ly white counterparts in admis- cause we're not accredited."
sion standards, breadth and depth Repott Not All Negative
of curriculum, quality of instrucSeveral other presidents of
tion, or preparation of students predominately Negro institutions
for employment.''
also have issued statements saying the SREB repott is unfair
Miles Caught In Cycle
In a telephone interview, Pitts and should place the blame for
said, "I sit here at my desk and the poor q_uality of Negro educawonder if there is any holle for tion on the South as a region,
an institution like Miles after
The report, however, is not all
reading a report like this."
negative. Writers of the report
Rather than criticizing Negro say it is designed to "serv-e as a

springboard for action which Will
provide equal and broader educational programs for Negtoes in
the South, lead to improved instruction and carefully planned
development at traditionally Negro colleges, and encourage the
Southern states to shape public
policies aimed at forging a single,
high quality system of higher education for all ·their citizens.''
The key conclusion of the report was that the South's traditionally Negro universities and
colleges should be improved rath·
er than scrapped. Many of these
institutions, the report said, "can
contribute greatly to the South's
effort to provide equal education
to Negroes, particularly during
the transitional period ahead."
Report Calls For State Help
Specifically, the report called
for the establishment of a Regional Institute for Higher Educational Opportunity to assist the states
and their educational systems in
(Continued On Page 6).

SEN. MARK HATFIELD
Freshman Massachusetts Senator Edward Brooke called for a
complete re-evaluation of the ra·
tionale of the bombings.
Supported Goldwater
Hatfield served two four-year
terms as governor of Oregon
prior to his election to the Senate
in 1966. He is 44 years old. He
keynoted the 1963 Republican
convention and supported the
candidacy of Barry Goldwater. ~~Hatfield earlier this year called
1968 Republican presidential
chances "excellent!' He said that
war and peace would be the fundamental issue, and added that
the conservative-liberal polariza·
-tion of 1964 would not be so extreme in 1968.
"There will not be a replay of
1964," he said on Jan. 9 of this
year. But he also emphasized that
the victory may require a disintegration of Democratic unity and
a substantial effort by the Republican party.
A reception for Sen. Hatfield
will be held Friday at Diamond
Jim's Winrock, from 5 to 6:30
p.m., sponsored by the Kiker Lecture Memorial. Admission is ,
$7.50 per couple.
~,

Engineering Futures·
Topic of Discussion
"Future Trends in Engineering
Education" will be the topic of
discussion at a meeting of the
student branch of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers to be held
tonight at 7:30 in Room 219 of
the electrical engineering build·
ing.
Guest speaker .at the meeting
win be Dr. Arnold H. Koschmann,
chairman of ~he electrical engineering department. Anyone interested is inviwd to attend.
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UNM Is Given Money
To Promote Culture
A $1000 grant has been awarded to UNM by the National
Foundation on the Arts and the

COORS FLORAL
SHOP

Student prices 011 coraoges

Kat/utA,

tare

CRUCIFORM ART IS part of the Ecelestiastical Arts and Crafts
Show now on display at the Aquinas Newman Center on the
UNM campus. Shown examining the work are Fred Chavez of
Albuquerque and Katie Anderson of Los Alamos, Sculpture,
painting, lithogrpph ceramics, enamel, weaving, woodwork, and
metalwork are among the crafts being displayed at the Second
Biennial Southwest show through September, Visitors are invited
to view the display daily from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

'

Travel-Adventure Series

Color Film on Balkan World to Open
UNM Concert Hall Season Sept. 28

c

"The Mysteries of the Balkan
World," a color film by Gene Wiancko, will open the UNM Concert Hall's 1967-68 season at 7:15
p.m. on Thursday, Sept, 28, as
part of the Travel-Adventure
series,
Single tickets for the film are
available for $1.50 :fo:r adults and
$1 for students. Mail or phone orders will be filled.
Rudolph Nureyev and Margot
Fonteyn, the celebrated dance
team, will appear in an exclusive
showing of a new full-length color
film of the "Swan Lake" Ballet
on Oct. 5-6 at 7 and 9 p.m. The
team will appear with the Vienna
State Ballet and Orchestra. Single admission tickets are $2 for
adults and $1 for students.
The Broadway suspense hit
"WaitUntilDark,"starring Phyl-

lis Kirk of television's "The Thin
Man," is scheduled for Oct. 16 at
8:15 p.m. Alfred Knott, author
of "Wait Until Dark," is also
known for his thrilling "Dial M
for Murder," another successful
Broadway production. Single tickets are available at $5, $4.50, $4,
and $3.50,
"Sins of the Fleshapoids," a
science fiction spoof on Hollywood,
will open the Experimental Film.
Series on Halloween Eve. A ·PSYchedelic light show by the Lizard
Point Lighthouse and go1·y ballads
by Mehlhop and Dean are also
on the program. The film will be
shown at 7:30 and 9 p.m. Single
adult tickets are priced at $1.50;
students tickets are $1. The program is recommended for adults
only, the Concert Hall reports.

·

.....

Federal Education Aid Idea
Faces 2 Groups' Opposition

WASHINGTON (CPS) - A
recommendation that the federal
government establish a novel loan
program to help undergraiJu&te.s
pay for their education faces stiff
opposition . fl;'om two powerful
college associations.
'
If adopted, the, plan, :Proposejl
by a White House advisory panel,
could drastically alter the present
system of financing American
higher education,
The proposal calls for the establishment of .an Educational
Opportunity Bank ~~outhorir;ed to
· borrow money, . at going government rates. The bank would lend
mopey to any undergraduate college· or. other postsecondary student for·· financing his education
in return" for an agreement by the
student to. pay back a small percentage of his annual income for
30 or 40 years after graduation.
Opponents of the loan program
say it would shift the major responsibility for support of higher
education to the students.
Compus loundry & Cleaning

Norge Equipped
Counselor Alwoys on Duty
Open B A.M.-8 P.M.
Easy Accwu-Oif Street Porkino

Symphony Will Open
36th Season Oct. 18

Next to Don Pancho's
247.o836
2106 Centro! SE

The Albuquerque Symphony
Orchestra will open its 36th season on O~:t. 18 in the UNM Concert Hall.
Special student subscriptions
are available now at the Concert
Hall box office at $6 for the entire
series of six symphony programs,
which bring to Albuquerque some
of the world's great soloists.
The Albuquerque Symphony is
also sponsoring two special per- .
formances. Tickets are now on
sale for a solo recital by Rudolf
Serkin, world-famous pianist, on
Nov. 21. The other special program is scheduled for May 21.

CONTACT·
WEARERS!

In addition to providing funds
for students to attend college, the
plan is designed to make it easier
for colleges and universities to
raise their tuition and · other
charges, With students able to
borrow all the money they need
for their education, both public
and private institutions would· no
longer fe'el ob!igeq~ t?, k,!'!ep pric.es
as low as-'possible: '" ·'''·' · ·
Reject. Recommendaii'q~.. . , ...
Shortly after the report was released, a joint statelilent "rejecting the' J;'~CO!p.ll);eftl~a~ion was released by· the National Association of State Universities and
Land-Grant Colleges and the As.
sociation of State Colleges and
Universities. The two associations
represent more than 300 institutions of higher education enrolling more than half of all U,S.
· students. An official for the American Association of Junior Colleges also opposed the proposal.
Following release of the report,
Dr. Hornig, special assistant to
the president for science and technology, said, "While we are not
proposing establishment of an
Educational Opportunity Bank at
this time, we regard the idea as
an interesting one, worthy of serious consideration by the country."
Panel Supports
However, Dr. Jerrold R. Zacharias, physicist at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
and chairman of the Panel on
Education Innovation, said, "In
the opinion of the panel, it should
be pressed and pressed to completion."

Preliminary estimates indicate
the bank could be self-sustaining
if it charged borrowers 1 per cent
of their gross income over 30
years fo!' each $3,000 borrowed, ·
thus, for example, a student who'
borrowed $2,000 a year for four
years of college, or a total of
$8,000, and eamed $10,000 in
some subsequent year would pay •
· $266 that year, or $22 a month.
The report suggests the annual
payments be collected in conjunction with the borrower's future income tax.
Many Withdraw
The panel said a borrower
would have the option at any
time of withdrawing from the
plan by paying, in a lump sum, the
amount borrowed, plus interest
compounded at 6 per cent, with
credit for payments made earlier.
Opposing the plan, Dr. Edgar
F. Shannon Jr., president of the
University of Virginia and chairman of the executive committee
of the National Association of
State Universities and LandGrant Colleges, said, "Our fundamental concern is that this proposal would shift the responsibility of financing higher education
to the student. Education is essential for society's own self-interest and should be the responsibility of society.''
The joint statement issued by
the two major college associations called the panel recommendation "a Pandora's Box of illconsidered, obsolete, and contradictory ideas. • • .''
Ironic Commentary
'Rate Sensor Flow'
The statement continued, "It
is an ironic commentary on our
times that in this most affluent
nation in the world's history . • •
a panel should seriously take the
position that our society cannot
afford to continue to finance the
education
of its young people,
UNM has received a renewal of and must therefore
ask the less
a National Aeronautics and Space affluent to sign a life-indenture
Administration grant of $33,416 in return for the privilege of
to continue research on "Numer- educational opportunity.''
The opportunity bank "would on
ical Study of the Flow in the Vor·
the
one hand destroy the whole
tex Rate Sensor.''
concept of public higher educaThe renewal grant is for a one- tion, and on the other, if sucyear period. The research is be- cessful, destroy the whole basis
ing conducted under the super- of voluntary support for private
vision of Dr. Charles G. Richards higher education," the two assoof the mechanical engineering de- ciations charged.
partment.
The research, Dr. Richards The Thunderbird
says, is tied into the nation's space
flight programs. The vortex rate
All students interested in worksensor is an item that can be used ing on the UNM literary and art
in space capsules, and the. re- magazine, The Thunderbird, are
search being conducted here Is. to invited to a meeting in Room
simulate the physical system With 253 of the Union· at 7:30 p.m.
a system of equations.
Wednesday, Sept. 20.

$33,4J61s Given
for Space Study

11

1 I ike The College Inn because you meet
a lot of interesting people there. There's
a girl in the room next to me from
Thailand. I find her absolutely facinating
to talk to. It's funny, but I used to see
a lot of people on campus I would have
liked to have met, but never had the chance
to, Since I moved into the Inn, I've
found that that's where a lot of those
people 1ive. · I guess half of getting an
education is 1earning to meet and understand
other pe~ple. And Jiving at The College
Inn has done just that. 11

WELCOME BACK

•

ANNOUNCING
OUR LUNCHEON SPECIAL

One solution for
complete lens eare
Lensine•s special properties
assure a smoother, non·irritating
lens surface when Inserting your
"contacts.'' Just a drop or .two
Will do it. When used for cleamng,
a unique Lensine formula. helps
retard buildup of contammants
and foreign deposits on the
lenses. It's self·sterilizing and
antiseptic. Ideal for wet stor~ge
or "soaking" of lenses.
Lensme
'
.

SOc PIZZA
A. 611 Pizza with Your Choice
of one Ingredient

PEPPERONI
SAUSAGE
GREEN CHILl
TOMATO & CHEESE
also Serving the Best in Italian Cuisine
Specially Prepared with our
.

tamination.

•••
FREE CARRYING CASE. Exclusive

removable carrying case with
every bottle of Lenslne. The
scientific-and convenient-way
to protect your contacts.

303 Ash N.E.

LENSINE from

Phone 243-2881

The M1rine ColnpiiiJ, Inc•.. ~ :

2004 Central SE

' f•

CASA LUNA Across from Campus

SERVING YOU, THE LOBOS,
FOR OVER 14 YEARS
• ..;. ••fREE DELIVERY
CALL
242-8413
STARTING AT 5 PM

·•.ooiYI Cilfl ISIICllilit for '70 YNri.J
-

-- --
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Make This Shop

.

.

YOUR KNITTING
HEADQUARTERS
IN ALBUQUERQUE

:w~ -~re<authorized

dealers for, and offer a complete selection of,
SPiNNERIN, BERNAT, UNGER and FLEISHER YARNS & PAKS.
: Co.me in and look over our full selection of the new Fall Kits and
Sweater Paks.
Buy for that first sweater now.
SPECIAL PRICES ON OUR MOST POPULAR YARNS DURING
STATE FAIR WEEK
YOU DON'T 'KNOW HOW TO KNIT?
Come in and register for fall classes
Beginning and advanced
WE HAVE A WIDE SELECTION OF
COLORS FOR DECORATIVE PURPOSES

'N/ada·4 ~~ S~o.p
256-7064

625 Amherst Dr., N.E.

~=t--~~~~

Purses

Bri~g This Ad In
For a FREE Ballpoint Pen
With 1he Complete Football Schedule
. On It

Two locations

Shop
5318 Menaul
265-595

Old Town Plaza
842-8022

ATTENTION
Male and Female Students

New Mexico Lobos
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.

internationally prominent string
ensembles scheduled for the 196768 series is the Warsaw Quintet
~umanities.
on Nov. 6. The Chigiano Sextet
William J, Martin, director ·of . will follow Jan. 4, with the Za..
th UNM Concert Hall, said the greb- Quartet. Jan. 25 and the
grant is intended to encourage Prague Quartet March 23.
IIEAIITI' S41..0N
the cultural arts programs in all
Subscri1)tion rates are $8 for
parts of the country, The Univer- adults with student admissions
sity is one of 50 selected by the listed at $3; AU prii&Tiims will.he · ' ·l)),ti{Jide IJR~Uity
screaning ·panel of the Associa- presented in ~p~;;co.ncert Hall:
e Hair C11Hing
tion of Colle~ "an,:I..University
e Coloring &
Concert Managers; . ; responsible Vigilo,lt~s'
~.
Tinting
for the nominations. There are ,. Vigilantes, the sophomore men's
CLOSED MONDAYS
450 members of the association, honorary, will meet at 7 tonight
Martin said.
2514 CENTRAL SE
.. '242-8935
in room 231-D of the. Union.
In addition to the theater, lec,
ture, and film series, the University chose to encourage greater
attendance at chamber music concerts.
The grant will be used to underwrite inexpensive tickets, especially for students, to the Ars
Musica Chamber Series.
HUsually there are about 400
chamber music afficionados on
campus, and specially priced tickets, especially for students, we
hope to attract larger audiences,"
Martin said.
Leading oft' the series of four

··, "
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Interested in earning $6.00 for a 20 minute practice
interview?
Headquarters, AT&T, will conduct a Bell System Recruiter Training Conference at the Western Skies Motel
from Oct. 8 through Oct. 14. Students at the sophomore
level and abov~ .including graduate students, ore needed for practice J~terview
sessions.
,,
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Gain the exp~tlbnce
·of on actual job interview and .
.. I . ' . .
Ill
'
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The Greek Tragedy

The overnight fascist-type dictatorship of Brigadier-General
Stylianos Pattakos and Colonel
George Papadopoulos on April 21
has Greece, the 11cradle of democracy," in its grip of regimentation and terror. Opposition is
levelheaded, intelligent, and increasingly resolute, though not
yet coordinated.

By JOHN BAKAS
Overwhelmingly the Greek people feel deeply outraged and betrayed and are utterly opposed to
the· dictatorship which now exists
there.

. Vietnamese Government
Emerges With Old Cast
Edi.tor's note: Tran Van Dinh,
Vietnamese author, journalist,
and lecturer, will write a weekly
column for the Collegiate Press
service throughout the coming
year.
.By TRAN VAN DINH
Collegiate Press Service
WASHINGTON - Politics in
South Vietnam in the recent years
have always had elements of a
tragi-comedy.
As the main theme of the play
is "democracy," the interested
audience "American," the actors
have to wear a mask to suit the
purpose. The mask is "elections."
Balloting would take place, over
80 per cent of the people would
vote. Washington would call it a
success until the stage collapses
leaving dead bodies and broken
furniture on the scene.

"'

..

For the seventh time (two
Presidential elections in 1955" and
1961; four legislature elections in
1956, 1963, 1966) since Vietnam
was divided temporarily by the
1954 Geneva Agreements, the
tired people of South Vietnam
went to the polls. On September
3, from 7 a.m. to 4 p.m., 83 per
cent of 5,853,251 voters proceeded
• to 8,824 polling places to cast
their votes to elect a president, a
vice president and 60 senators.
The number of registered voters
had jumped from 5,553,251 in one
month to the present 5,853,251.
"We are prolific in Vietnam, but
not that prolific," said Tran Van
Huong, a civilian candidate who
finished fourth. Replied General
Nguyen Van Thieu, the head of
state and military candidate; with
a touching candor: "Some soldiers have been given two voting
cards."

* • •

I
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I
I
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General Nguyen Ngoc Loan,
the chief of police, often called
The Saigon Himmler, bad declared on August 22: "National
policemen would be stationed inside and outside booths all over
"" the country. As the national police are the people in closest contact with the lowest echelon,
there" will be police telling them
where to vote, how to vote, and
when to vote!' (Saigon Post, August 23, 1967).
The Vietnamese voter is a captive voter: the police stamped his
registration card and anyone subsequently searched (a routine in
South Vietnam) and found without the election day stamp on his
card will be in danger of automatic classification as a Viet
Cong and subjected to prison or
death.

"'

.

"'

On the eve of the election day,
two dailies in .Saigon, the Than
Chung (Sacred Bell) and Sang
_,._ (Light) were closed, Three weeks
earlier, another daily, the Dan

Chung (People) was shut down.
All these despite the fact that officially censorship was abolished
and the Constitution guarantees
the freedom of the press.
Echoed Chief of Police Loan:
"Democracy is fine for the politicians, but me, I favor national
discipline." (Washington Post,
September 3, 1967).

* * •

General Ky much earlier :had
been more specific on "democracy" and had stated that he
"might respond military" if a
civilian whose policies he disagreed with won the election. 11In
any democratic country, you have
the right to disagree with the
views of others" (New York
Times, May 14, 1967). And on
July 27, 1967 General Ky repeated
11If any opposition ticket in South
Vietnam's presidential elections
should win by trickery, we will
overthrow it."
Who else in South Vietnam
could use tricks but the junta itself? General Ky's threat came
at the time when, at his instigation, a "military committee" was
formed to serve as a kitchen cabinet for the new military government if the Thieu-Ky ticket wins.
In the most unlikely case of its
ticket losing, the committee would
serve to overthrow the civilian
elected President.
All these unnecessary precautions and threats were taken and
made even when possible competitors were excluded in advance
from the race:

October 2 to certify the validity
of the elections. Dr. Phan Khac
Suu, the civilian candidate who
finished third and who is also the
chairman of the Constituent Assembly complained that in many,
many areas, his workers had estimated the turnout at only 10
per cent. Lots of complaints to
come but it is not going to change
the situation anyway.

* * •

One surprise (to :Washington):
a Saigon lawyer, Mr. Thruong
Dinh Dzu who campaigned on the
platform of peace and anti-military junta in the clearest terms
possible, finished second with 17
per cent of the votes.
Why were Washington and the
U.S. mission in Saigon surprised?
If there .is any indication at all of
the mood and desire of the Vietnamese people, it is their obvious
concern about war and about the
corrupted dictatorship of the military.
Washington and Saigon do not
think only victory but they expect "representative, democratic
government" to emerge even with
the old cast. But the September 3
electio.ns is only the first act of
the show.
In the final act of the show,
there will be a lone actor; the
U.S. and its suffocating military
might against a background of
dead bodies and burned villages
of a deserted Vietnam.

"' "'

.

The results of the elections: 83
per cent of people voted (exactly
as predicted by the U.S. Embassy
in Saigon), The Thieu-Ky military ticket won by 35 per cent of
the votes. Already seven out of
ten civilian candidates lodged protest of fraud with the Constituent
Assembly which will have until

• * •

The dictatorship's pretense of
normality and claim to its 11acceptance" by the Greek people is
clearly a fraud directed at foreign
opinion and the tourist.
Even-in Athens, the Greek government's display window to the
world, social life is disrupted and
drab; the normal late-night
crowds who patronize the bouzouki tavernas and clubs disperse early and go l10me to listen
behind their shutters to the tuneddown BBC Greek News Service.
In Thessaly people have already
been jailed for several years for
this crime. ("Ah, Communists!",
replies Foreign Minister Gouras
when asked by foreign newsmen
about these jail sentences).

* * •

In the more "exposed" small
towns and villages, the sense of
intimidation and insecurity is
general: political talk is "out"especially with strangers.
Householders must report any
overnight visitors-even parents
-to the police. Telephones of
thousands of subscribers suspected of being hostile to the
regime have been cut. People are
still being arrested; others are
under house arrest. Offices of
opponents of the government have
been closed down. Civil servants
must attgnd brainwashing classes
and give blood to local "blood
banks" to encourage others. Conservative and Liberal ex-premiers
Canellopoulos and Papandreou
are housebound under police
11
protection." Political prisoners'
wives are arrested for enlisting
help to have their husbands released.

CALLING U.

• * "'

General Duong Van Minh( Big
Minh) former chief of state and
Dr. Au Truong Thanh, :former
Minister of Economy and Finance
who planned to run on a peace
platform, were banned from running.
So the stage was all set for the
September 3 show. Washington
put the final touch by sending a
22-man
Presidential
mission
guided by former Ambassador
Henry Cabot Lodge, who had
openly favored military regimes
in South Vietnam. The mission
members, feted by Saigon government and the U.S. Embassy, escorted by government agents,
communicating with people by
government interpreters, toured
half a dozen polling stations
(8,824 in all) has passed its verdict: good show. "Good, orderly,
wholesome," Ambassador Lodge
declared.

* * *

The Greeks look, in the first
instance, to practical and urgent
measures abroad which will make
clear to the dictatorship the
strong disaprobation of all democratic governments, national and
international organizations with
which Greece is involved as an
ally, partner, recipient of aid, or
participant.
While the military junta wishes
the nations of the world to believe that it will-and can-relinquish power in due course to a
civil government in a restored
parliament after elections under
a new constitution, its members
simply cannot and will not say
when, or how, or what sort of
party system will be "allowed"
to function, even after they have
disposed of their political enemy
-prisoners now languishing in
over-crowded concentration camps
in waterless, pest-ridden Yora Island in the Aegean.

WEDNESDAY: Student &nate: Union

250 B·C: 7 :00 p.m. Phi Beta Lambda;
Union 231 E : '1 :30 p.m. Sandia Grotto :
Union 230 D; 7 :30 p.m. Thunderbird;
Union 253; 7 :30 p.m. Delta Sigma PI;

Union Counoil Room; 8:00 p.m.
THURSDAY: New Mexieo Union Statr;
Union Counoil Room, 2:00 p.m. New
Mexico Penonnel Al!llllciation ; Union 139
W: 6:30 p.m. A.W.S.; Union Council
Room ; 6 :30 p.m. Christian Seicnce Orll:anization; Union 2al A; 7:00 p.m. Alpha
Phi Omega; Union 231 E ; 7 :30 p.m.
Dames Club; Union 231 C; 7:30 p.m.
FRIDAY: Coll.,ge of Nnning; Union
231 C; 2 :30 p.m. A.W.S. Exeoutive Committee: Union 231 A; 3 :30 p.m. Happy
Happening; New Mexico Union ; 6:30
p.m. Alpha Kappa Poi : Union 231 B.C:
7 :30 p.m. Bah'i ; Union 231 D: 8 :00 p.m.
SATURDAY: UNM Football; Loboe ,.,
Brigham Young Univenit:r, Provo Utah;
Broad"""t time 8:00 p.m. on KDEF Radio. tJNM Regents ; Union Council Room,
8:30 a.m. Satorday Film Fare: "'Cleopatra": Union 'l'beater; 267 p.m.: 2&t
Delta Sigma PI; Union 129; 8:00 p.m.
SUNDAY: Sunday Film Fare; "Cleopatra": Union Theater : 2A7 p,m, 26¢

The Juggler

• • •

.

Anyone who believes the dictatorship's propaganda assurances
about even superficial ..liberalization" of the junta's tyranny can
never have watched a fascist pattern evolve before.
Accordjng:,*o. an interview with
Foreign MinistJJr Go1,1ras, released
Aug. 8 Jly a' Swiss newspaper, a
story will break very. soon about
immense stores of hidden "Communist" arms. Said Minister
Gouras, these arms have "been

The Juggler, UNM's humorfeature magazine, is accepting
applications for stafF positions
in Room 157 in the student publications wing of the journalism
building. The magazine, an Associated Students publication, has
openings in its advertising, circulation, and editorial deparj;ments.
Cartoonists, photographers and
writers of humor, satire and parody are also being sought, according to manager lton Bell.

accumulating for many years
past," hidden away "all · over
Greece." He did not say, however,
why the ever-vigilant security
forces and police have only now
"diacovered" them all at once.

* * *

The coup, claim the new gov.
ernment ministers, was staged
just in time to prevent George
Papandreou from calling the
masses to violent revolution at a
great rally in Thesalonika on the
eve of the elections. Why Papandreou, whose certain and overwhelming victory at the polls was
the nightmare of the right extremists and the palace, should
ruin his own mighty victory by a
revolution, they could not explain.
The violent and utterly unjustifiable putsch by the military junta
that arrogantly and brutally
seized power by the misuse of
NATO (including U.S.) arms supplied for national and allied
defense and not for this assault
on the Greek people, their free
Parliament, and democratic life
calls for the condemnation of all
the nation members of the UN,
of NATO, and of all signatories
of the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights (ratified by
Greece).
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'Little Foxes' Opens Oct:. 20
The 1967-68 season of the UNM
drama department in Rodey Theater will open Oct, 20 with 11 The
Little Foxes," a drama about a
greedy Southern family at the
turn of the century.
The play, written by Lillian
Hellman, starred Tallulah Bankhead and was directed by Herman
Shumlin when it was first produced in 1939.
Performances at UNM will be
Oct. 20, 21, 22, and Oct. 27, 28
and 29.
The second production will be
Dylan Thomas's ''Under Milk
Weed," a moving and hilarious
account of a !lpring day in a small
Welsh coast town, which will be
performed Dee. 8-10 and 15-17.
The UNM drama department
will next offer "Hansel ' and
Gretel" as its children's play Jan.
12-14 and Feb. 16-18.
Next on the schedule, March

Directory Salesmen
Students interested in selling
advertising for the new student
directories should contact Cheryl
Bass, ASUNM secretary, in the
Activities Center of the Union.
LOOK YOUR

BEST!

• * •

RENT

Until, and in order that, all
free Greek parliamentary and
other democratic institutions and
rights are fully restored, this fascist-type dictatorship should be
ostracized by all civilized nations
and an effort should be made to
assist those responsible influences, organizations, and persons
inside and outside Greece who are
engaged in the task of securing
the release of the political prisoners and restoring the liberties
of the Greek people.
How strange and difficult it is
to accept the fact that this small
nation which 2000 years ago gave
the light of democracy to the
world should itself be cast now
into darkness. How frightening it
is to know that the .mouth of Demosthenes has been silenced and
the arms of Athena chained.
Greece, however, will survive
this sudden crisis of oppression as
she has survived the many such
crises that history has dealt her,
and Oipah the Aeropolis will still
stand as the living monument of
freedom and democracy to the
world.

A
TUX I

22-24 and 29-31, will be "The
Good Woman of Setzuan'' by Bertolt Brecht, the German poet and
playwright. His most successful
early work was the musical 1'The
Threepenny Opera.''
"The Amorous Flea," a musical
comedy, will be performed May

"Get involved" was the advice
incoming freshmen attending last
week's student government workshop got in a double dose from
UNM student government leaders,
The 90-minute session was called a tremendous success by senators who spoke before an estimated 225 students at the workshop originally planned for 150.
"This year we included the
workshop as an optional meeting
on the schedule in the Student
Orientation Handbook," said Senator Coleman T-ravelstead. "It
rea11y worked.''
Associated Students President
John Thorson received many applications for committee positions.
Travelstead called the workshop
"one of the best recruiting sessions we have ever had."
Students were told to "get in-

COMPLETE
OUTFIT
Includes,
Cummerbund,
Suspenders,

From Coast to Coast

the Leader in serving
the Insurance Needs
of College Men
and Women

Bouttonniere.

$10.00

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

LOBO FOOTBALL
DOUBLEDAY BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC

'Involvement' Is Main Advice Offered
In U. Student Government Workshop Varsity Barber Shops

$6.50

links, Tie and

-c"'•-BUQUEJIQua .• so~J-'6

Freshman Orientation

COAT and·
TROUSERS

Handkerchief,
Studs, Cuff·

KD E F '"N .i'iso

10-12 and 17-19 to close the season. The book was written by
Jerry Devine, with music and
lyrics by Bruce Montgomery and
is based on_ Moliere's "School for
Wives." The show theme is youth
versus age in competition for a
young maiden's favors.

-~·

Letters

volved" because what happens to
their money is their responsibility, Travelstead said.
The freshmen were also given
a breakdown of the $204,428 budget for Associated Students for
this year. The budget is collected
from part of the $12 activity fee
paid by enrolling students.
The major allocation is a combined $68,000 going to Student
Publications for The Lobo, The
Mirage, The Thunderbird, and
The Juggler. Set.'Ond in line is
Radio Board, which receives $22,800 for FM station KUNM.
'
Travelstead said that Thorson
plans to try to have existing committee vacancies filled by next
Friday from the reserve pool of
volunteers gained during the
workshop.

2

LOCATIONS

2408 Central SE- - Phone 243-4267
Basement of Student Union
Northwest Corner - Phone 277-4815

BULLETIN!
THE BOOK STORE IS NOW FEATURING

Marshall Scholarship

U.K.toOpenDoor
To U.S. Students

THE ONE BOOK YOU'LL USE FOR

Men and women who are graduates of United States colleges
and universities may now study
for a degree at a university in
the United Kingdom under the
Marshall Scholarship program.
The program was established in
1953 by the United Kingdom government as an expression of British gratitude for the European
Recovery Program instituted by
General Marshall in 1947. Und'er this program more than $13
billion of economic assistance was
provided by the United States to
help the recovery of Britain and
other European countries after
World War II.
The conditions of award-manner of application, and method
of selection are described in the
"Rules for Candidates," together
with other relevant information.
This information can be obtained
from the Office of International
Services, Gerald M. Slavin, director, 1717 Roma, NE. The deadline for applications for the scholarships, 1968-70, is Oct. 22, 1967.

Save yourself from crippling errol's in l'epol'ts and
theme wl'iting. Save time and avoid the tedium of
col'recting mistakes.

Jack Gc!hrke, Utah's No. 1
quarterback, reported to fall
practice 13 pounds heavier than
last year at 177 pounds. He's 31
pounds heavier than the Utes'
lightest hand, quarterback Steve
Jones, who weighs 146.

ALL COURSES!

Equip yourself now with a permanent lifesaver by
buying the one desk dictionary that won't let you
down. It's Webster's Seventh New Collegiate - ree]IIWed or recommended by )0111" English department.
This is the only Webstel' with the guidance you need
in spelling and punctuation. It's the latest. It in•
eludes 20,000 new wol'ds and new meanings.
Owning you!' own copy is much easiel' and avoids the
hazards of guessing. So pick up this new dictiona.ry
now at the bookst«?l'e fol' just $6.7 5 indexed. It will
still be a lifesavel' ten yeal's from now.

GET YOUR OWN COPY TODAY.

WEBSTER'S SEVENTH NEW COLLEGIATE
You'll recognize it lay the 6rigbt red jaelcet.

Lobo Ad CaUed Subversive
Dear Editor:
Re USO ad in last summer
Lobo iss'ue headline 11Send George
Washington To Viet Nam" illustrated with a dollar bill:
This is subversive. Unless history lies, George was on the side
of the embattled farmers, not the
Red Coats. If you sent him over
there now, he would have to be
on the Viet side, as he would
sco:rn to be un-American, which
of course we are in this dirty
businesl!.
Sure, send money for the "lone·
Iy young Americans," innocent as
Hessians in this mess, but leave
Gc!orge out of it.
.
Richard C. Angell
·

VISIT YOUR
MONEY
That chronic ailment known as the Shorts, . or lack of
money, can be .licked. Trudge downstairs l,n the Union
and open a savings account at ABC. Stash away_a few
bucks at a time, and they'll soangrow to a sl~e that'll
make you Jmmune to breadlines.· Or try our Thnftycheck
program to save money if you write
less than 25 checks a month. Anyway,
come on down-next to the b®kstore
in the Union Building.

E'I/E:R.'(rJME' We INHALe.
WE CCNSlJME(Eir~AI
~UMlfllii:S OF Soar!

AMERICAN
BANK of

COMMERCE
Third aftd Ctnlral DatlniDWn

PHONE 247·1021

So you're chairman
in charge of
building the float,
decorating the house,
dressing up the party •••
Now what?
Oet flame-resistant Pomps. You can do all kinds of decorating
jobs with Pomps and do them better, easier, faster ••• and
more beautifully. Pomps are economical, too, and ready to use
••• cut to the size you need and available in 17 beautiful colors
that are virtually colorfast when wet. Use them for indoor or
outdoor decorations. Ask your local librarian for the" booklet
"Tips on llow to Build Better Floats and Displays." If she
doesn't have it, tell her to write us for a copy.

Unlilft lulldlflr. U....,.H, of N<tw lll•k•

The Cryelal Tlaaua Company • Middletown, Ohio
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Report Criticizes
Negroes' Colleges
(Continued From Page 1)
mounting and coordinating a concerted drive toward equal opportunity.
The commission which drafted
the report was chaired by Watts
Hill, Jr., chairman of the North
Carolina Board of Higher Education. The commission included the
presidents of the University of
Mississippi, Clemson University,
Tuskegee Institute, Loujsiana
State University, the University
of Alabama, Middle Tennessee
State College, Virginia State College, and Florida A. and M. Utd-,
versity.
.
.
. ,': ·
Contaoted - by ·phone m 'l'us •.,
kegee, Ala., Luther H. F~ster,
president of Tuskegee Institute,
and the only member of the commission from a predominately Negro institution, said he had no
major disagreements with the report as released. However, he
would not say that the criticism
of Pitts and others is unjustified.
Single System Recommended
One of the most significant recommendations of the report was
that "longrange plans should be
devised to complete the evolution of the South's dual system
of higher education into a single
system serving all students."
The 48-page report says only
about 15 per cent of the South's
college-age Negro population was
attending college last fall, in
sharp contrast to the nearly 44
per cent enrollment of collegeage whites. The commission urged white colleges and universitie!l
to adopt "high risk" quotas for
the admission of "educationally
disadvantaged students.''
The report also says traditionally Negro colleges, in order to
be of maximum assistance in
meeting the needs of their students, "must recognize that no
Bingle in11titution can provide all
of the programs required, that the
state's total resources must be a
part of curriculum planning!'
Thus, the 'commission ·says cooperative programs involving two
or more institutions should be
regarded as a means of relieving
faculty shortages and giving students access to a wider variety
of course offerings of acceptable
quality than a single college can
provide.
Endorsement A Positive Step
The commission's report was
endorsed last week by the Southern Governors' Conference, meeting in Asheville, N.C., although
Gov. Lester Maddox of Georgia,
a segregationist, criticized the
proposals.
The fact that Southern governors endorsed the proposal was regarded by many observers as a
positive step toward eliminating
racial barriers in the Southern
education system.
But Pitts has reservations
about the significance of the endorsement. "It could mean more
funds, but I have some questions about where they intend to
seek funds-from their legislatures or from foundations which
will set up programs they can administer.''

NEW MEXICO LOBO

U. Baseball Coach Bob Leigh
Bolsters WAC Title I-I opes

O'HENRY'S

country,Bar~o~o
............

~

(~~Wb-)
'-Y~ ~'soa~ranzinu
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~~\
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CATERING-TAKE OUT
•
•
•
•

Ribs
• Chicken
Beef
• Pork
Fresh Water Catfish
Hush Puppies

Hamburger

BUB HENRY (RIGHT), who used to be the Games Area Manager of the Union, now takes ping
pong paddles instead of giving them. The man at left, giving the paddle to Henry: is Bob Cooke! t~e
newly '8ppointed Games Area Manager, who got the position when Henry moved mto the Alumni D~
rector's slot. Kirky Krebec, assistant manager of the Union, laughs at the exchange of roles. Cooke Js
no stranger to UNM; he is a 196,1 graduate here (B.S. in Elementary Education), and he worked for
Henry in the games area for two school years.

with F.F.

55¢
All Sandwich••
with
French frill

tuESDAY & THURSDAY
II A.M. • 9:30 P.M.
FRIDAY & SAtuRDAY
II A.M. • 12 P.M.
SUNDAY
•
NOON • 9:30 P.M.
CLOSED MONDAY

109 YALE BLVD., S.E.

247·8579

By CRAIG GUEST
Baseball Coach Bob Leigh's addition of seven new· ·players and
four assistant coaches is hoped to
be the success formula for improving last ye·ar's 24-10 record,
and for bringing tl)e Western
,Athletic Conference championship
closer.
.
Included are -a · double-play.
combination, two righth;mdedi
. pitchers, two standouts from the
frosh squad, a catcher, two freshman coaches, plus a special bitting instructor and a special coach.
for the infielders.
'
Shortstop Jim Johnson and sec: ond baseman Jim Palmer, both
·from Phoenix Junior College, have
come to bolster Leigh's infield
which is already held down at the
• corners by senior letteJ;"man Mick
McGloughlin at first base and
Greg With at third.
Palmer Hit .318
Both Johnson and Palmer spent
their summers in the Basin
League, a stiff college-caliber
league in South Dakota and Nebraska. Palmer ripped out a .318
batting average while Johnson hit
.250. The addition of Palmer will
allow last year's second baseman
and this year's captain, Dick
Baldizan, to return to the outfield
where he normally plays. Baldizan batted .260 in the Basin
League.
Carl
Righthanded pitchers
Manthei from Trinidad Junior
College and Ed Redder from Bellville Junior College in Illinois
will be backing up senior mound
leaders Ralph Sallee and Bob
MacAulay. Sallee and MacAulay
compiled .3-1 and .6-4 records,
respectively, in the Basin League
this summer.
Sims, Barnhill Look Good
The two up-and-comers :from
the freshman t e a m are right
handed pitcher Ron Sims and outfieldel' S t e v e Barnhill. , Both
gained experience in the Basin
League this summer. Barnhill
sported a .287 average which
Leigh termed an ''outstanding
performance for a freshman.''
Sims also pleased the coach by
posting a 5-2 won-lost record.

Travis Hair, a catcher from
Hill Junior College in Hillsboro,
Texas, will be sharing catching
responsibilities with fellow juniors Jim Hames and Bill Cawood,
Still another addition that may
be important for the future and
possibly the present is that of
J0~, Daniels, a fleet outfielder
fr~_, .fi~l!i";cruces. Daniels, who
wal'!;',~!!~d by the Phil!l~elphia
Phillies,,.can· be eligible for varsity play this year, but Coach
Leigh is undecided about bring.
ing the youngster up.
Coaches Listed
,- The four new assistant coaches
are AI Norris, Ron Polk, Paul
LaPrairie and J. w. Sanders.
Norris, who spent nine years in
the Los Angeles Dodger organization and who reached the major
leagues in 1959, will serve as hitting and outfield coach. Polk, the
speCial instructor for the infielders, played ball at Grand Canyon
College and two years ago was
freshman coach at Arizona. LaPrairie, Lobo shortstop for the
last two seasons; will be head
freshman coach. He will be as-

sisted by Sanders, a high ·school
coach from Highland Park, Illinoi.s. Both Polk and Sanders are
working on doctorates at UNM.
· Other returning lettermen are
catcher Jim Hames, infielder-outfielders Craig Guest and Mike
Moyer, outfielder Joe Duffy and' ' ; '
righty relief pitchers Rick Bodle
and Tracy Laub, Moyer and Duffy
both lettered two years ago but
mis~«l, last season due to service
i~t·th~_ National Guard.
This summer in the Greater Albuquerque League, which competes at a lesser pace than the
Basin League, Hames, Guest, and
Moyer batted .381, .459, and .243
respectively.
The southpaws on this year's
pitching staff will be junior Greg
MacAleese and sophomore Don
Greenstreet, who had respective
10-1 and 6-2 records. About his
lefties Leigh said, "When they're
on and 'have their best stuff they
can be a big help to us.'' This may
be attested to by Greenstreet's
early summer 16 strikeout. pel,'formance and MacAleese's . late
summer no-hitter in tournain~nt
play.

?knew P/ymoui!J RoadRunner
/J()W IJf you,. Plymovth [}eq/el'l
lt'hele ihe Ddtgoes on. f!1
Cll907 'farner llron.-soven

Im:~,
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U. ·Frush Gridders
Will Meet NMSU

and anything else that xou might think of.
The 165-year history of Du Pont is a history ~fits
people's ideas-ideas evolved, focused, and engmeered
into new processes, products and plants. The future
will be the same. It all depends upon you.
You're an individual from the first day. There is no
formPl-training period. You enter professional work
immediately. Your personal development is stimulated
by real problems and by opportunities to continue
your academic studies under a tuition refund program.
You'll be in a small group, where individual
contributions are
recognized and rewarded.
You will do significant work, in an exciting
.,
,techhi¢111 environment, with ~~e best men in their fi~~ds~ .
.. · arid with every necessary faCihty.
·
Sign up today for an interview with. the Du ~ont:,
-'Jtecruiter. Or mail the coupon for more mformat10n l ..
. about career opportunities. These opportunities lie both
in technical fields-Ch.E., M.E., E.E.,
·
I.E., Chemistry, Physics and related~
, diaciplines--and in Business
·
: . · A,<J~tration,. Acc'?ttnting
:
.
·
and associated functions.
..........,.o,.. ·

DUPONt '•
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E. I. duPont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.)
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Nemours Building 2500-1
Wilmington, Delaware 19898
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Please send me the Du Pont Magazine along with
the other magazines I have checked below.

Casey Optical Co.
24hour
Service Available
9:30a.m. to 8:30 p.m•

0 .Mechanical Engineers at DuPont
· 0. Epgineers at Du Pont
[J ~~ Pont and the College Graduate
Name ·~~---------------~'":""1:"1
J, I"
Class -~--Major ~..Degree oxpooted,___..............,_
Collego

Peraanollud Styling
Repair S.rYI~

SunGia..,.

----------,-----,_'""'t':j-~~,.,.,,.r--

My addr"""------~---.;..;.r-,
City.

tlllo

.Zip Codo.
":"~ ,. '" t to t
--,..,-:-.-:-.:-,.~
••

Next cfoar to Y011r Drvgltore
4312 Lamaa NE

~·--·-~-----~-----------~----------------~
- - - . . , - ; - ,"':',
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The New Mexico freshman football team, after a successful 2-2
season in '66, will open the 1967
campaign here Oct. 14 against
New Mexico State.
:Bob McAlister, former assistant
coach at Hobbs High School, has
taken over the coaching duties.
He replaces Jay McNitt, who has
moved to the varsity and is in
charge of the defensive secondary.
Assisting McAlister will be Jim
Boller, the top defensive player
of the year in 1966 and New Mexico co-captain for this season until a pinched nerve in the neck
sidelined him for the season.
The second Wolfpup home game
will be Oct. 21 against Arizona.
Both games will be played at 1:30
at University Stadium. The freshmen did not play NMS last year
and lost to Arizona by the slim
margin of 21-20 at Tucson.
The two away games in the
tour-contest schedule ar_e Texas
Western on Oct. 28 and Arizona
State on Nov, 4. Last y~ar the
New Mexico bunch defeated TW
30-21 and lost to the Arizona
State team 44-12.

"

,

25U329

If Matthew Thornton had signed his name
with the Scripto Reading Pen, he'd be remembered t~
Sqripto's new Reading Pen makes what you write eas•
ier to read. That's why Scripto calls it the Reading Pen.
lt's a new Fiber-Tip pen that writes clear and bold.
Not a fountain pen, not a ball·point, this is an entirely

new kind of pen with a durable Fiber-Tip. Get there·
tillable Reading Pen for $1. Refills conte in 12 colors.
Available in a non-refillable mod elfor 39¢. Write with
Scripto's new Reading PeQ. You'll be remembered.

New fiber tip
from

~
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19.2 Points Given
BYU Over Lobos

TWINS DONNY AND Danny Silver (right) eame in for praise
from UNM Head Coaeh Bill Weeks after their .debut performances as Lobos against Idahll State University Saturday night.
Donny is a defensive tackle and Danny a defensive end. Bllth Ill'!'!
starters for New Mexico. Th!i!Y will see action again this weekend
when UNM meets Brigham Young in Provo. (UNM photo)

ByMIKEWILL
Tired of big-time college
sports ? Then why not try smalltim{) college sports? Bowling will
kick off the 1967 UNM intramural
sports season on Monday, Sept.
25, in the Union.
Flag football, one of the most
popular of the intramural activities, gets under way Wednesday
of the same week. Deadline for
team entries is Friday at 1:30
p.m. Pi Kappa. Alpha is the defending champion.
For those who feel flag foot-

WANT ADS

'

'

'

~

arigham Ypung University is
given a 19.2 pojnt edge over New
Mexico this weekend by the
KICKOFF football rating system,
The system gauges all the major
teams by wellk-to-week performances.·
The difference in team point
ratings is intended to show the relative strength, point-wise, of the
two teams.
In other Western Athletic Conference actioJJ Arizona State is
a 1.8 point underdog to Oregon
State; Arizona is idle; and Utah
is a 6.0 favorite over Minnesota.
In another game of note, Texas
Western, a later Lobo foe and
one of the most highly regarded
independents in the , nation, is
only a 2.6 favorite over. San Jose
State, also a Lobo opponent.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISJNG RATES:
4 line ad., 66~-4 times, 12.00. l~na
muat be subm•tted by noon on day before
publleatlon to 1l.oom 169, Student Pnblleadou null41Dg, or telePhone 2'11-'00Z or
217..102.

Girls over lS for New Line: New Tnin·
ing l Elrlr& high PaY: Can be supervisor
irt 2 months. lllinlmUIIl pq $100, 11ft
month. Call: D'Amieo Enterpriaef, 250.
4641. 9/13, 18, 20.

FOR RENT
TWO BEDROOMS for rent. Call eveninllll,
241·9680. Latin American atudenta welcome.

ball is not their game, golf and
tennis doubles competition will
start Monday, Oct. 2. Registration deadlines are the same as
those for football.
Marvin Heffington, formerly
with the University of Illinois,
is the new director of intramurals
at UNM.
Students who are recognized as
full time students and faculty
members ate eligible for intramurals. General exceptions are:

Intramural Council
The first meeting of the
intramural council will be held
on Thursday, September 21, at
4:30 p.m., in Room 159 Johnson Gym. The election of new
officers and a review of plans
:for the 1967-68 year is on the
agenda. It is important that
every intramural chairman be
present at this meeting. If you
cannot attend, please send
someone. to represent you.
Flag football entries will be
due on Friday, September 22,
by 1 :30 p.m. They may be
turned in at the meeting of
intramural chairmen.

elude flag football, basketball,
volleyball, ftickerball, mushball,
and bowling, 200 points are
awarded for first place, 150 for
second, 100 for third, and 50
points for fourth, with bowling
earning half as many points each
11emester. The twG top teams
from each league will then have a
playolr at the close of the season.,
Individual awards are also up
for grabs.

UNM students may hear Lobo
away games and home contests
they cannot attend over radio station KDEF, 1150 on the AM dial.
Gene Osborne will be doing the
;play-by-play for both football
·and basketball this season.

The next two New Mexico
games, Brigham Young, Sept. 23,
and Iowa State, Sept. 30, will both
be away games. The broadcasts
will begjn approximately ten minutes before pme time,

·Concert Hall
.Subscribers to Theater Series
May·now pick up their tickets
at the Box Office
'

~:·-· ;·

Tired of looking for a parking place?

Patronize the
Albuquerque
Transit
System

~SPORT

SCHEDULE
FIRST SEMESTER.1967·88
ENTRY BLANK
DUE DATE I<
EVENT
TIME
BOWLING I

MEE'l'

1:30 P.M..

Oc!Dber 18
1:30 P.M.
November 3
1:30 P.M.

BlLLlARDS
(3CUSHlON)

November 10
1:30 P.M..
RUN
WEIGHT LlFTlNG December&
1:80 P.M.

CROSS CAMPUS

BODle

ac-

COllllllodationa avallabl<!. 20 meals a week,
maid 4 linen service. color TV, swJm·
ming pool, lawt<lrT facllltla~, priftte
PlirlUng, walking distance to campue.
Koderate!,. priced. aaa Ash NE. l'bone
2(3·2881.

SERVICES
TYPEWRITER Sales " Serlliee~, all
makes. 20 percent discount with thia ad.
Free pickup and deli\fery, Open t111tll 8
p.m. on M.anday
thi>ndliy. E A E
Typewriter Serviu, 2217 Coal SE, l'honl!

*

243..0088.

CHiLD ·care, toY home, UNM - . 1>lr
Pan·Am freeway. l'bone 212-Gii62. 9/18,
20, 21, 22,
FOR .SALE
MOTORCYCLE, Yamaha SOc¢. lmhldes
IUII'II'agl> rack, dual mirron a: tllril
signals, '171i.OO. See lay ot 1obn Jlavilr,
1008 CopJ>et NE. 9/18, 20, 21, 22.
100% HU1lAN HAIR FALL, med. lrtown,
purchased in Ju)T, wom 4 timeo. •tao.
Value, aell .for $80. A. ftu atole, In a It.
'brown oquitrel. New. WID sacrlllce for
$40. Aho uoorted women's elothee sizes
8 tbru 10, Phone 268-5765.
HELP WANTED
FREE room a: board fol' f'emale in ""'
cbartll'e fC)r bab:raitting from 2 :30 p.m.
to 11 >30 p.m. 5 days • week. Loeated on
Yale " Kathrvn. Phone 842-8535. 9/18,
20, :!1, 22.
WANTED by lleeord Club ot Anterka,
Campw reprt!!entatlve to over
'100.00 In ohol't time. Write for lntor•
mation to: Mr. Ed Bellow, Cclllege
Bureau Manager, Jterord Club of Amer•
ica, Club Beadquartel'll, York, PenDIIJ'l•
vania 1741)1.
PERSONALS
"DATE APPLICATION with an Eligible
B'athelor" 35¢, 3 lot $1.00. Royai.Enter•
Prls!!f, Box 1502, Santi& Fe, N.M. 87601.
9/18, 20, 21, 22.
:
P:lmS0NALl'n" POSTEilS, PSYCHA•
DEL1C POST:ImS &: BUTI'ONS: Jt we
don't have them, then yon dou.•t want
them. Send for Saulllles and liat. MADAM BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop, 4609
E. COtrax, Denver, Colorado. 80220,
we'll lo1te )lou
!lOOn
tltt! flower ~ihoppe 11/18, 20, 21, 22.

LAUNDRY Ji'OR lNTELLECTUALS-8®\e of our elllitomers hve Pb,D/al>rofessoro 7etl! Stlml! have llused their
orale, 1!0111e have even Pused the oral
~Iaiit! I One hall completed the Uh grade
no~ working on 6. 'l'h" dlaeUHk>llli are
fie~ fntelk!ctuaL It's Uke ihe torutn In
Athena In tth century B.C. exeelit the
washers are u~wer. Some people tome
for the shop diacW!aloll!l, l!011le to keep
their clothes. sbrp. Whatever :rov needs
ahahl mhtd-eharp elotheJ: rom<! to
the Speed Queen LaundrY Center which
II llCI'Oit from the Safet\IU Store oil
Central, which Js aei'lllll from the b>bo
Tbeatte, which Is acroe~~ from • • • It'a

1) Professional players may
not play in their own sport.
2) Graduate students may
play as individuals or on
a team provided they meet
the requirements listed in
the intramural handbook
for men.
3) No one may play under an
assumed name.
Further information on eligibility rules is available in Room
13 of Johnson Gym in the Intramural Handbook for Men.
At the end of the year the
President Tom L. Popejoy Trophy
will be presented to the all-University intramural champions, the
team with the highest number of
points according to the intramural point system.
In the team
which in-

Listen to KUNM

Dartmouth Sl!l.
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•

"
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U. Clubs.'Required

U. 'Tutor

To 'Complete New
Recharter Forms

Asks Volunteers

Rechartering f(lrms for all
campus clubs and organizations
must be turned in to the Union
Activities Center by Oct. 6. All
new and old groups must re·
charter every year in order to
function on campus.
Information in the rechartering
forms, which have been sent to all
ol'ganizations, will also be used
to compile the Campus Key, a di·
rectory listing officers of all
groups.
Officially recognized groups
are entitled to usc of Union and
campus facilities, desk space in
the Activities Center, mail box
and storage space in the Activities Center, and usc of the poster
work room.
Rechartering forms require or. ganizations to list their name;
mailing address; date, time, and
STUDENTS THIS FALL will be attending biology classes in 1
place of meetings; llfficera; re~he new $1.7 million biology building addition. The new addition
quirements for membership; writ- ·
1s part of five buildings which are being constructed at a total
ten acceptance by faculty advisor
contract price of $8,721,422 on the north and main campuses.
to serve; amount of dues requirShown here is the courtyard between the new addition and the
ed; dates of elections; and any
old biology building. (Photo by Noland).
·
recent changes in by-laws on constitution.
In addition, all campus. organi·
zationa. must certify that all of·
ficers are UNM students in good
standing, that the group has at
NEW YORK (CPS) -Middle- Class Negro in the White Man's
least ten members, that '15 per
class
Negro etudents. in .Atlanta.. ~~~wbli~ll~:~.~olumbia
cent of all members are students and New
York think ·individual University Press this week.
in good standing ·at UNM, and achievement is more important
The study also says economic
that membership in the organiza- than race for success in their status and educational advantage
tion will not be denied to anyone careers, according to a Columbia are beginning to supercede race
as determinants of the Negro's
because of race, religjon, or eth- University study.
position
in society.
In fact, the study indicates the
nic origin.
The 120 male students interNegroes do not even think their
race is a major barrier to over- viewed for the study came from
come as they pursue careers in ~iddle-class families in which
the fathers, on the average, had
the white man's world.
at
least completed high school.
The study was conducted by the
The Dames Club, a group of
Conservation of Human Resources The study says theiie students
wives of students and faculty Project at Columbia University "are presently in the most favormembers, will meet today at 7:30 under the direction of Dr. Eli able circumstances to respond to
p.m. in Room 231-0 of the Union. Ginzbe1·g. The findings were re- the opportunities arising from the
vealed in a book, "The Middle- racial revolution that is unde1•All wives are invited to attend.

THE No.1 OF ALL TIME!

By GREG Mac ALEESE
The young man sits alone, eyes
looking caUtiously at the people
passing by him.
The young man is a foreign

"Be-In" Theme

Activities Night

Is Set for Friday

Attention Bowlers!
-al'ld tho$e wbo haven't yet started
-or are out of practice
When the s.u.a. lanes are crowded or
for the low budget date off campus

LOMAS BOWL INC.
7.COO Lamas Blvd. NE

268·3396

is providing

SPECIAL UNIVERSITY RATES
three lines for $1.00
and lncludts rtntaf lhoet lor aU
open bowllq day and night
fr0111 9 A.M. to doelno--vpon
pr•ntatfon of your UNM ID

card.
frH insirvctfott anti tptdal

on boWUng llqllfplllfllt
olicii ~llabfe to untwnltt

.,........

ort

Sec! .rout!i
~
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Foreign Student Is Lonely

bard to exJ;!laln bUt tbu addr- Is 1117

-

Our Seventy-First Year of Editorial Freed"m

Dames Club

:ROOK .. BOARD

THE COLLEGE INN still 1188

EXICO

September 23,-24,-25

5Qc

Sot. 2.00c. 7.00 p.m•.
Sun. 2100 & 1100 p.tn.
Mon. 5:30 p.m.

UNION THEATRE

A sign of the times is the "BeIn" theme planned for the traditional t1NM Activities Night Friday.
The entire Union will be used,
with mariachi bands, :folk singers,
an art show, arts and crafts exhibitions, and speakers on drugs
and other topics spread throughout the Union. A reception will
be held for speaker freshman
Senator Mark Hatfield of Oregon,
who is scheduled to speak at 8:15
in the Concert Hall.
In addition 'to these events, 63
booths will be set up in the lJnion
Ballroom. Various clubs active on
the campus will distribute literature about their activities from
these booths.
One hour of free bowling and
one-half hour of table tennis and
billiards also will be offered. Free
cokeEI, eolfee, und popcorn will be
on hand.
Visitors will be welcome :from
6 to 10 p.m. on Friday.

student. His physical appearance, his dress, and his speech set
him apart from the American students who seem too preoccupied
to notice him. For most of t.TNM's
350 foreign students, life and
study in the United States is one
of the loneliest times of their
lives.
Americans Hold Grudge
Two years ago, Harilal Dedhia,
a mechanical engineering student
from India, experienced the confusion and depression caused by
homesickness and cultural tran·
sitions from his native country
to the United States.
"The first year was very difficult," he now relates. 1"l'he peo.ple seemed so busy ahd \lnfriendly. I now believe that Americans
hold some type of grudge against
foreign . students. Perhaps they
feel that we are intruders on their
campus."
The most outstanding area of
cultural misunderstanding tha.t
developed during Dedhia's first
year at UNM was the problem
religious restrictions placed upon
his diet. He c.ouldn~t eat meat. 4'1
spent many lean months when I
first came here, but now I have
adjusted so that I can eat well,"
he said.
America Appealing
Now that be baa overcome the
problems which beset him in his
first year, Dedhia has encountered

another: whether to return home
upon his graduation from UNM
or to stay in the United States.
and work. "It is a hard decision.
I want ·very much to return to
India and aid my country, but the
United States is such a great industrial and technological power.
The challenge of working for
some large corporation is very appealfrig to me," he said,

I-Center Praised
Dedbia had nothing but praise
for the new International Center,
which initiated its program this
year. "The most important thing
about the Center is that it bridges
the many cultural gaps which 'Separate the foreign students from
the Americans. 'aut just as important is the fact that now the
foreign students have a place to
go and people to talk to. I don't
believe that students following
me will find the loneliness that I
had.''
"Students Are The Same''
Asked whether students in India were more mature than. their
American · counterparts, Dedhia
replied, "Students are primarily
the same no matter where you
go. Some are older and wiser than
the Americans but not as welltrained."
With a smile, Dedhia also pointed out that Indian pacifists were
20 years ahead of the peace protestors currently marching in this
country.

top five states in numbers of public school dropouts," he said.
Orientation Set
An orientation session for volunteers will be conducted Saturday, Sept. 30, at 9 a.m. in the
anthropology lecture hall. The
orientation session will be "concise and to the point," Miss Buss
said.
The tutoring project opel'ates
under the joint sponsorship of the
Associated Students of UNM and
the Albuquerque Public Schools.
By the end of last school year
there were 835 tutors' aiding l,OOO
children.

UNM advocates of "Tutor Pow·
er" are .presently conducting an
avid recruiting program in search
of volunteers for the fall tutoring
project in Albuquerque elementary and junior high schools.
Volunteers for the project give
one hour a week to one child in
academic tutoring aid, usually in
schools in Albuquerque's lower
economic areas.
120 Volunte~red
Tutorial co-ordinator Sandi
Buss said that her (lffice has set
the goal for volunteers at 500.
She added that after two days of
recruitment the number is now
at 120.
Volunteers can make applications at the tutoring recruitment
table in the Union lobby.
Associated Students President
John Thorson, himself a former
tutorial co-ordinator, called the
project a "very important program in community relations.''
He also cited the need for the
project by indicating that "some
areas of our city had a 70 per
cent dropout rate just two years
ago. New Mexico is still in the

Race Called Minor

FLAG FOOTRALL September 22
1:30 P.M.
GOLF (DOUBL'ES) September 29
1:30 P.M.
Se!ltember 211
TENNIS
1:30 P.M.
(DOUBLES)
Odober 6
SQUASH
1:80 P.M.
(SINGLES)
Oetubel'6
BAl>MlN'ION
1:30 P.M.
(SlNGLES)
Oc!Dber 20
RELAY TB.ACK
HANDBALL
(DOUBLES)
TABLE TENNIS
(SINGLES)
B.ASKETBALL

EW

KDEF to Broadcast Football, Basketball

Too busy to stage a "park-in?11

lntramurals Start Monday

,,

Wednesday, September 20, 1967
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Factor

TJB Tickets
Student tickets for the Herb
Alpert and the Tijuana Brass
Homecoming concert Oct. 14 went
on sale this morning at 10 in
Johnson Gym and will continue
through tomorrow. Student prices
for the tickets are $5, $4, $3, and
$2. Students must present their
J.D. card to purchase tickets.
Tickets to the public will not go
on sale until Monday.

•

'"

Career

way:•
p11.tions of eo\lege students in the
The students interviewed in At- white community,'' the atudy adda.
lanta attended either MorehouSe'"· It says tl'ley expect to attain high.
College or Clark College, both salaried careers in business, manprivate Negro institutions. In agement, science and engineering ....
New York, the students attended rather than in the conventional
City College and Columbia Col- middle-class Negro careers as
lege, In addition, students were teachers and ministers.
questioned at a racially integrated
About a third of the nation's .21
high school in the North and at million Negroes are middle-class,
two segregated Atlanta high Ginz;berg says. This means they
schools.
have incomes above the poverty
The study says the attitudes level and have "reasonable opporand perceptions of the students in tunities" for education.
the North and South were re·
Many of the students interviewmarkably similar.
ed said the civil rights movement
The students have expectations is 1'largely responsible'' for their
"little different from the antici- expanding opportunities.

UNM STUDENTS CAN be kept informed on all the latest news from
across the nation and around the world
by coming into the UNM Alert Center
located in the Union lobby. Students are
invited to come in and browse around.
A televisipn, maps, various newsmagazines and periodicals are also available.
A spokesman for the Center announced
that student volunteers are needed. Any
interested student can apply at the
Alert Center. (Photo by Noland)

Two·Day Workshop

Lawrence Ranch Will Host Retreat
For AS'UNM Leaders Next Weelc
By WAYNE CII)DIO
A student government retreat
scheduled for Sept. 30-0ct. 1 at
the D.H. Lawrence Ranch north
of Taos was announced by Legislative Counsel Chairman Harold
Lavender Jr. at last night's first
Student Senate , meeting.
The expressed purpose of the
retreat, said Lavender, is 11to
give senators an opportunity to
become better acquainted, exchange views on student government policy, and thoroughly con•
sider what should he done to
make this year an outstanding

one for student government.''
The retreat will cost each senator $7 but $4 will be provided by
the . Executive Contlgency Fund.
A show of' hands indicated almost
full participation from student
senators.
Lavender urged senators to attend the retreat and "get to know
yoUl.' feilow senators.'' Senators
will leave Friday and return Sunday after three days of fun and
informal free ~xpresaion of ideas.
Bill Carr, Associated Students
Vice-President and presiding of(Continued On Page 4)

